Criminal law is law formulation to protect society and to establish society welfare as its address. 
Preface
Criminal law is not just a law formulation without a purpose. Criminal law has a substantial purpose for nation, country, and society. Barda Nawawi Arief, said that the essential of crime prevention is integral part of social defense and social welfare.
1 Two protection concepts that be contained in criminal law, is also the concept of state law, whereas according to Solihin that the concept of state law is covering social welfare, also moving toward to publish hu- man rights protection in the written constitution. Besides, be on charge in social welfare and social justice, a state should give human rights protection.
2 Actually, the concept of law state is directly proportional to the main role of law, Soerjono Soekanto said that law has 3 main roles, which are: as social control, as medium to expedite social interaction, as medium to create certain condition. 3 Based on the concept of state law and main roles of law, criminal law has run principle of law supremacy, justice and expe-diency, according to Radbruch, those 3 concepts is the basic value of law. 4 The basic value of law is difficult to be applied for Indonesian citizens in foreign country, especially for Indonesia labor who on case.
An example that shows how hard to apply The basic value of law for Indonesian citizen in foreign country, especially Indonesia labor. First, Sukarno's case, Indonesian Labor in Malaysia from Kulonprogo who died because stabbed by stranger in Selangor Malaysia.
5 Second, Kartika Puspitasari, Indonesian Labor in Hongkong who tortured by her employer.
6 Third, rape case that experienced by several Indonesia labor in Malaysia Problem solving on that case, often issue problem, particularly on justice side which far away from reality, so the existence of Indonesia penal code is not able to solve the conflict. Whereas, according to Hulsman and G. Peter, law is medium to solve the conflict rationally, because it doesn't posit on strengtheners and weakness naturally but, also based on objective criteria. Law order is an objective interest of all parties in society.
7 Those experts thought lead to clear and firm way that criminal law is focusing on the balance of doelmatigheid and rechtsmatigheid principle. Jimly Asshidiqie argued that, to reach or to find the balance of doelmatigheid and rechtsmatigheid principle, apart from subject factor that involve, it is environment factor that has effect on deciding right and fair decision. Include it, space and time that has great impact on that. Space is like ke-indonesian space, primordial space, location space, or trial space.
8
Regarding with the balance of doelmatigheid and rechtsmatigheid principle, criminal law will be believed has benefit for people, no exception Indonesia citizen in foreign country. 
Research Problems
Based on the explanation above, there are 2 main ideas which are: first, how Indonesia criminal law give protection to Indonesian citizen?; and second, is the passive national principle can protect Indonesian citizen in foreign country?
Research Methods
This research use juridical-normatif method, with comparative approach. Juridical method is used to know how far application of law principle, vertical/horizontal synchronization, and law system, based on secondary data. Secondary data that used in this research is a collection from primary source, which is law. Comparative approach is used to supportive agent and to compare the formulation of passive national principle in other country, which is France. Therefore, it use policy-oriented approach.
Result and Discussion Penal Code Protection for Every Citizen of Indonesia
Law in general, including criminal law has a purpose to protect people from arbitrariness, Peters said, as quoted by Barda Nawawi Arief, that restriction and controlling/supervising of state power is juridical dimension of criminal law; juridical role of criminal law is not to "set 2014/05/27/kartika-ajukan-banding-kasuspenyiksaannya/, accessed on 4 th August 2014. society" but to "set the ruler". 9 This restriction is so important, in order to protect society, as Wagiati Soetedjo said that everyone is risky to become victim of criminal law, and everyone who become victim should get attention, effective and special treatment.
10 According to Yusrizal, an incident always end up with suffer and disadvantage for victim, the impact is depend on the incident.
11
Everybody is at risk of being victim with different suffering (depend on the incident that follow up), therefore the government should understand it from all point of view, so there will be no mistake whether they are victim or suspect, as Rudi Hartono said if there is a crime, there is a victim.
12 This concern will bring effective treatment to them, whether they are victim or suspect.
The characteristic of relative theory on criminal law is the effectiveness of treating victim or suspect. According to Mohd. Dini, this theory seeks justify outside doing an injustice, in order to achieve the purpose with criminal path and criminal pursuit. Criminal law is given so that there is no crime (ne peccetur).
13 According to Muladi and Barda Nawari Arief this theory as a protection towards society, based on this theory convict is not to please absolute lawsuits from justice. Retaliation is nothing except to protect society interest.
14 Based on that, criminal law has a great purpose, which is to protect people so there will be law supremacy. If everyone can sense of justice, it means that criminal law has benefit. Therefore, role of the state be required because juridically state has obligation to protect its citizen from crime, whether as a victim or suspect. In extended view, protection not only for Indonesia citizen in Indonesia but also in foreign country.
Passive National Principle Implementation of Criminal Code in Indonesia
One of the effort to protect Indonesia citizens is through realignment the criminal law which is outmoded. Related with it, Barda Nawawi Arief affirmed that in all of united nations congress which held once in five years about "the prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders", stated that criminal law in several contries (from colonial law) usually "obsolete and ujust" and "outmoded and unreal".
15
In the interest of protecting nation, there must be criminal law reform. Criminal law reform is based on the law derived from cultural values, so it will be primary social institution. The application of law as primary social institution should not be a problem for Indonesia citizen because of the significance development where the organizing of society is on modern age and the deviation can be avoided.
Indonesia as a state, must show off sophisticated culture, so once again "principle or basic value of law" can be applied without obstacles, since according to Johanes Andreas that the functionary of criminal law is based on cultural context. Law and other factors that influence human behaviour has a reciprocal relationship.
16
Based on it, inevitably that law and culture is related. The reform of criminal based on Indonesia cultural value is important, in order to reduce discrepancy toward nation, and to avoid mistakes in law substance that will be applied, on this case Barda Nawawi Arief said that the formation of creating law is a process of law enforcement in abstaracto". The formulation process is a strategist early stage of law enforcement "in concreto". Mistake/weakness in the formulation policy stage is a big mistakes which can obstruct law enforcement "in concreto". 17 Therefore, the reform of law based on cultural values is a must. The context of law reform according to Barda Nawawi Arief, means that: first, It's part of policy (rational effort) to renew the substance of law (legal substance) in order to create more effectiveness of law enforcement; second, It's part of policy (rational effort) combat crime in order to protect society; third, It's part of policy (rational effort) to solve social and humanitarian problems in order to support national goals ("social defense" and "social welfare"). It's effort to review and assessment main ideas, basic ideas, or values sociophilosphy, sociopolitical, and sociocultural that underlying criminal policy and criminal law enforcement policy. It could not called as reform criminal law if the value of orientation criminal law that aspired is same as the value orientation of the old criminal law colonial heritage.
18
The law enforcement as the rational effort, is impossible can be succeed without involving human. Satjipto Rahardjo said wisely, that the law enforcement always involving human inside of it and also involving human's behavior. The law cannot stand itself, it means the law have no capability to realize their own promises and willingness in the rule of law. That promises and willingness, for example to give the right of people, give protection, determined criminal on someone who fulfill certain requirements and so on.
19
It can be understood that law enforcement, whether in application or process should involving human and human's behavior, because law that included criminal law is the part of psychological science which include about consciousness. Barda Nawawi Arief said, that aspects of this spiritual value and attached to any law in general. So, it's usual if law (included law of crime is grouped into spiritual science ("geisteswissenschaft").
20
A cultivation of criminal law must be always considering psychological aspect, because behavior should be regulated, is a psychological reflection, and give attention to psychological aspect in behavior that should be regulated, will easily lead to protection to people as individual or society. Based on that consideration, so the result of a law or constitutions are the moral law product, because according to Otong Rosadi, however the law needs moral, as the proverb in the imperial period (quid legalization legalization sine moribus), what is the meaning of constitutions without morality. 21 Criminal law reform, especially in terms of setting national principle of passive should include protection for the whole nation, so a criminal law is truly reflected protection that has orientation on society protection (social defense) with an emphasis in principle balance doelmatigheid and rechtsmatigheid, it's responsibility of all the lawyers, especially for someone who work as lecturer, presence of lecturer to take responsibility of criminal law reform is said by Barda Nawawi Arief, clearly said that in order to enforcement of law and to avoid weakness/strategic mistake, who very clearly says that the enforcement and to avoid weaknesses/strategic mistake, which was also triggered by a number of weak legislative product will require thinking higher education law to come fix and think about how to improve the quality of manufacture of the constitutions.
22
Contribution of ideas from lectures or law high education, will encourage the birth of cri- Article 113-7 of the French Code is a constitution on the protection of French citizens abroad, known as the principle of protection (national principle passive). The article asserts that "French criminal law can be applied to any crime ("felony"), as well as to each offense ("misdemeanor") which call for imprisonment, which is done by a Frenchman or foreign, if the victims were French at time that offense occurred. Therefore, protection to French in abroad based on protection principle (national principle passive) is clearly told in Criminal Code of France. This setting is very different with national protection (national passive) in Criminal Code of Indonesia, because in Criminal Code of Indonesia this setting about protection principle (national principle active) only in the law interest of country not individual, as regulated in Criminal Code of Indonesia as follows: first, crimes against state security and dignity of the president (Article 4 paragraph 1); second, the crimes of stamp or brand issued by the government (Article 4, paragraph 2); third, forgery debentures, certificates of debt at the expense of Indonesia (Article 4 paragraph 3); fourth, crime positions listed in the title of the book to the second XXVIII conducted by Indonesian civil servants outside Indonesia (Article 7); and fifth, crime cruise listed in the title XXIX Book II (Article 8);
Based on that, the law interest from citizen of Indonesia (WNI) in abroad is not included 23 Ridwan, "Kajian Perbandingan Dalam Rangka Pembaharuan Hukum Pidana Indonesia" Jurnal Jure Humano, Vol.
"National Interest" that is protected by national law. Individual interest protection by citizen of Indonesia in abroad (as victims of criminal law that is occurred by foreign) is all given to law that exist in the country itself. This kind of setting will put citizen of Indonesia who facing the law, in the very weak position even potential as the next victim, such as the victim when criminal law of abroad is applied to citizen of Indonesia, if like this, so clear that law criminal implementation will be a potential criminological factor. An innovation of law by criminal law politic, or criminal law policy, so the formulation of protection to Indonesia citizen, the Criminal Code concept year 2012 has been formulated a national passive principle as follows.
Determined criminal law in Indonesia Constitution is exist to all people outside Indonesia who did criminal act to: Indonesia citizen; and Indonesia state interest that has relation with: first, state security or constitutional life process; second, dignity of president, vice president, or Indonesian officials in overseas; third, forgery or impersonation brand, state seal, stamp, coin, or credit card; fourth, economy, trade, and Indonesia banking; fifth, safety or security of shipping and aviation; sixth, safety or security of buildings, equipments, and national or Indonesia state assets; seventh, safety or security of electronic communication equipment; eight, criminal act of position or corrupttion; or ninth, criminal act of money laundering.
Criminal law policy, as formulated in Article 5 of Criminal Code, will give advantages to all Indonesia citizen, so Indonesia citizen has dignity in International assessment without ignoring national law interest, and has mandated by constitution, such as welfare and protection to all Indonesia citizen and suitable with Pancasila soul. Criminal law in general, is formulated to protecting each people from arbitrariness, included ruler arbitrariness. Criminal law is formulated to lead ruler to obey in law, not only lead society. Criminal law protection also involving in individual interest and society, so criminal law works in legal certainty, justice, and advantages to all people.
Closing Conclusion
However, that legal certainty, justice and advantages, can't be felt by Indonesia citizen in abroad who facing the law, this thing is limited by formulating national passive principle at this time. Based on Criminal Code of Indonesia that still exist, national passive principle is not touch the whole Indonesia citizen interest in abroad.
Suggestion
Criminal law politic as known as criminal law policy had formulated national passive principle that can reach and protecting law interest for each Indonesia citizen in abroad. This is as innovation to achieve balance between doelmatigheid and rechtsmatigheid principle. Balance principle of both is mandate of Constitution that must be run, so welfare and protection not only word, but can be felt by all Indonesia citizen. Fulfillment of Constitution's mandate also in one track with Pancasila values. Therefore, Criminal Code of Indonesia is confirmed as ius constitutum not only ius constituendum.
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